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ITH3 SCIiilTGiC CLUB IIT TEG JUITIOE HIGH 3 GxH;OCL
I. TRA-GUIOTIGUIAR AGTIVITIG3,
a. Training, for democracy.
During the '/or id Jar and in tEe years iiojiiediate ly follov/ing,
educators clearly foresauT tne need of modern education for training
the youth, of this country for democracy. Democracy was the cry of
the times. The a.ns\ver to this cry \ms a challenge to the schools
to prepare pupils for life in a democratic state. The schools had
Been inculcating knov; ledge of la./s
,
and presenting ideals of good
citizenship. But knowledge without practice d.oes not make good
citizens. Therefore the emphasis is "being transferred to o^bserv-
anceof the law working towards "ha'bit fori/iation vrhich is acquired
through continua,! and persistent practice. Youth must "be tr.3,ined
for living in a, democracy "by o"beying the laws, di3cha,rging the
responsihilitics and duties of a smaller democracy-- the school.
It is the duty of the school to create opportunities sim-
ila.r to those which v/ill "be met "by the pupil in his adult life.
In this v/ay, he is given every opportunity of learning citizen-
ship by practice in the social situations set up by the forward
looking school. The opportunities created are extra- curricula.r
activities; that is, activities not provided for in the regular
curriculLim or program of the school.
These activities have also been a result of the general
shifting of emphasis from the subject iiiatter to the pupil, there-
by treating him as an individual with individual problems and
not merely as a. fraction of a group.
Clement in his ’‘Curriculum liaking in the Secondary Schools"

2says tJiat '’extra.-curricular activities have been defined, by differ-
ent groups from time to tirae as 'those organized activities of the
pupils which are under the supervision of school authorities but
are not included in the formal curriculum"’ ",
b. >Teed of activities.
Man is essentially social by nature. How i.auch more is the
child. All the chi la’s activities, at this age, are functioning
to satisfy his desires for grega.riousnes3
,
loya.lty, rivalry, play,
curiosity , etc . His development depends upon his proper relations
to his companions. d Sisson in his "Essentials of Character "
says in this connection, that
,
"BoY/eiyarises
,
as have seen, from
secret sources in body and soul, and ma/nifests itself in the form
of impulses, instincts, desires, and other original tendencies;
these pov/ers spring up throughout life and in all periods, but
are especially interestiiig and^ important in childhood and. youth,
as they are then the prophecy and description of life’s possibil-
ities. The first great maxim of education is the nurture and
conservation of these sources of power. Represa.i. on, even v/hen
necessary, as it sorAetimes is, in itself is an evil, a negative
and depressing factor; it is justified, only vrhen the reduction
and. loss in the impulse repressed is more than recompensed by
enlarged scope and prosperity'' in some other perhaj..s more valuable
element. Only v;hen a particular element threatens either some
other indispensable element or the balance and. harmony of the Y/hole
soiil, must it be pruned or eliminated."
J ohn A . Clement
hiward 0. Sisson
Curriculum llahinp in the Secondary Schools"
pnTA7C-492
"The Essentials of Character"
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The adolescent% craving for activity must be met by vrhole-
some occupation and diversion that v/ill iiiahe use of his unexpended
energy, and carry on to his leisure tirre. It is inevitable that
if he has nothing to do that is worth doing in the way of healthy
activity, he may devise activities that 8.re harmful and injurious.
The community or neighborhood ’’gang" oftentimes is a medium through
which the adolescent finds expression. Tiiis "gang" if left un-
molested frequently develops into a ‘Vicious and mischievous element.
The school should eliminate this lawless element by filling the
child’s life with good, hea.lthy, wholesome, and interesting ac-
tivities.
BA3IC BlIiTCIfLfS SiiRVfD BY EXTIB-CURRICUIArv ACTIVITIES,
The s.dvantages resulting from extra-curricular activities
e.re numerous. Pupils who feel that they have a part in "running"
an organisation, or even those who aid in building up a club, have
an added interest in the school. This tends to retain in school
many ..lio might otherwise leave a year or two sooner. Club activi-
ties, like athletics, tend to keep boys and girls in school for
a longer duration of time because of this enr iciiiaent in the cur-
r iculuLL,
Another a.dvantage is that ^.Uvils become self-d irective
,
that is, they gaiu self-control a.nd dependability. In directing
the c3-ub affairs, pu^-ils are working for the common good of the
whole group forgetting personal preferences. This results in a
mastery of themselves vdiich cannot fail to bring good results in
later life. Self-direction develops initiation, cooperation.
leadership, and fair play.

4Club activities because they are so varied have an avoca-
tional advantage in that they Liay lead to an adult choice of leisurg
time occupation. Certainly, if knov/ledge acquired in the regular
school Y/ork prexjares one for the serious business of life, activ-
ities carried on in the extra-curricular period xjrep.are one for
recreation and ajnusement for one’s spare time, llani'- a life-time
hobby may be stp.rted in this wa^y.
In the same v/ay, many vocations have been possible because
of student participation in club activities. In this connection
YvG have the boys and girls Y/ho choose v/ork involving jausic be-
cause of their great interest in the Orchestra or the Glee Club;
or the boys who go into the Radio business because of their
participation in the Radio Club; the boy Y7ho chooses the electri-
cal line because his interest was aroused in the Edison Club.
ITo doubt, there are innumerable cases of this kind.
The activities Liake it possible for a more natural relation
between teacher and pupil, llo matter hov/ much a teacher rr.3.y strive
to make the atmosxjhere of the school-room natural and easy, there
is bound to be a certain amount of restraint. This is all done
away with in the club period. The pupils here \/ill talk freely
asking many questions, and treat the teacher as a fellow human
being. They lose all self-restraint and self-consciousness. The
teacher slioulc' be a helpfu.l sympathizer and gv.ii'e.
It ha's been proven that extra-curricular activities general-
ly lift the morale and the scholarship of a school. The pmipils
assume a gra ater degree oi^individual responsibility toward
their work and environisent
,
uhey take greater interest in their
studies v'itn the result that they get better marks. Principals

5/
have reported that ina^rlcs hare improved steadily rdth the introduc-
tion of club activities
.
These a.ctivities also motivate the regu^lar v/orh of the school.
The la.rger part of the activities grow out of the curriculum. The
clubs in most cases are linked up v/ith a corresponding subject of
the program such as English, Latin, History, etc. The science ‘
club is a direct result of the enthusiasm aroused by the work in
science, but the teaching period in turn is enriched by the activi-
ties carried on in the club. The same is true of other clubs.
Thus the activities enrich the curriculum, and supplement the
curricular work.
In addition, the extra-curricular activities serve as an
outlet for youthful energy, bring the community in contact with
the school, and give educo.tional opportuni ties not possible in
the curricula.
3. TSU C-EKLRAL 3GILHGL GLUB3.
The science club has originated in various ways. Gormnonly,
it has been the result of the great interest aroused in some bra.nch
of science in the teaching x^eriod. Since this interest cannot be
Y/orked out and investigated in d.9tail during school time for obvious
reasons, it is delegated to the activities period. P’or instance,
through 8. superficial study of photography, such an interest is
aroused that a photography club is established. The immense
value is in the fact that the initial movement comes from the
pupils and not from the teacher.
As a result, a general science club may meet the need for
further investigation. ITicn the students .ant to spend a,ll their

6activities time investigating one division in science, a. specia.lize.^
club is establisiied. These are the Radio Clubs, Tree Clubs, Bird
Clubs ,e tc
.
Sometimes the science club has come into existence through
the intense interest v/hich pupils have taken in their chemical
toys and scientific play material such as the *'Chemcraft Sets”,
'•Erector Sets”, "Minera^logy Sets”, '•Experiments with Light”,
"Lagnetism, \7ater. Air Sets”, or other play objects. The toy
ranufacturers have organized elaborate clubs with a progra,m of
activities awarding prizes and diplomas after the completion of
a definite number of experiments. lTatura,lly, this has found
its v/ay into the schoolroom especially in the science depa.rtment.
In ansvrer to this great interest, the science club is established
in order to guide, feed, and develop the inherent curiosity of
the child. Here questions about their scientific sets and
scientific phenomena may be freely asked, new inventions and
discoveries may be discussed, and experiments may be performed
under expert guidance. Observation is directed along important
channels, and dangers resulting from unvfise use of chemicals is
averted.
The science clubs in many instances group themselves abomit
a specialized interest. This is par ticula,r 1^5 0 in the comparative-
ly large intermiediahe school v/here duplication is avoided, and
Vihere variety in clubs is an absolute necessity in order that a
majority of pupils may be attracted. These specialized clubs
are named aa follows:
Chemistry Clubs
Radio Clubs
Bird Clubs

7miectrical Gluts
ITLrst Aid Gluts
Kodaic Gluts
G£0£;;raph.y Gluts.
Astronomy Gluts
Geology Gluts
Jiachinsry Gluts
ITeclianic Gluts
V/iio I’loY/sr Gluts
Animal Gluts
xliot o^rapiiy Gluts
^ieM Trip Gluts
Zoology Gluts
.Tireless Gluts
Camera Gluts
Agriculture Gluts
l^.strue Gluts
Airplane Gluts
Gardening Gluts
ileal til Gluts
nature Study Gluts
Tree Gluts
There are other organ! zati.. ns that come under this group
and v/liich are named for outstanding men of science such as the
Edison Glut, the Marconi Glut, the Audubon Glut, etc. There are
others that have Gceel: letter names.
The greater the, variety and number of the clubs, the s.
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8better the opportunity for exploring, develoi)ing
,
and increasing
the interests of the p^ioils.
I. Organization of new clubs.
The prime movement for any organization in a school
should originate with the pu^-ils themselves. This holds true
in the organization of the science club. The pupils must feel
the need for these activities. Only in this way is it possible
to make the clubs of vital interest to the pupils, and consequent-
ly attain some measure of success. Extra-curricular activities
that are forced upon pupils and are in any way made compulsory
do not attain the greatest popularity. On the other hand, if
they are maxie attractive and varied, they vfill hold sufficient
appeal for the majority. Those pupils who do not fit in any
activity because they do not choose to join or because they have
lost their membership for any reason, may spend their time in
study class-rooms until they find an activity that dictinctly
appeals to them, or until they regain their membership.
Interest in the organization may be aroused in ma-ny
v/ays . Reports of interesting meetings may be posted in a con-
spicuous place on the bulletin ijoard ..ith an a.ttractive rjro-
gram for the year. Invitations r/iay be obtained to attend meetings
in other intermediate schools, or accounts ..f club activities
of these schools may be used to arouse interest.
,Ihen a group of pupils desires to form, a new science
club, it submits a statement of the purposes and plans to the
faculty committee on pupil affairs. If the committee votes
favora.bly the club is organized, ./ith the help of a faculty mem-
ber assigned b:" the principal. A.3 soon as the new club has
decided v/hat the prograin of activities for the year shall be, it

submits an a.pplication for a charter to the council. The cxiarter
is formally granted by the council composed of three represent-
atives from the student body, three members of the faculty’’, and
the principal. The student representa-tives are chosen from
each of the three classes. This action by the council is necessary
in order that duplications may be avoided, undesirable activities
may be tactfully discouraged, and activities rnahe to conform to
the policies of the school.
The club must be planned very carefully before forma.l
a^^plication is mahe to the council. The f ollov/ing questions
are settled by the pupils before marking applicant ion for the charter.
vAiat is the name of the clubV
7/hat 8.re the aims or purposes of the club?
Time of meeting?
Place of meeting?
How often sha.ll meetings be held?
irno may belong to the club? Are they to be initiated?
Activities and programs for the year?
V/hat meetings are to be x^urely social?
'.ha-t meetings a.re to have outside lecturers?
Y/hat meetings are to be v/ork periods?
Hoy; many meetings a year are to be set aside for trips
and visits?
7/hen shall elections .be held? How many times a year?
\7hen these questions have been satisfactorily answered
the application for a charter is made,
a. Purposes or aims of the science clubs.
To arouse interest in science.
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To Tjrovide extra actiTities for pupilo v/iio are especially ca^^able.
To create social contacts betv/-een teachers and pupils.
To train for leadership and. democracy through participation in
the legislative and executive Y/ork connected v/ith club manage-
ment .
To discover individual tastes and aptitudes v/hich may lead to
a v/ise choice of a life v/ork.
To arouse community interest in science.
To suppily the means by \?hich leisure time may be profitably
enjoyed through the study of natural phenomena.
To study subjects that are of great interest to the pupils,
but for which there is no time in the regular science period.
To provide additional coaching for pupils who are failing in
science for any reason.
To lead the pupils to appreciate the beauties of the v/orld
about them.
To give the pUj..ils the ability to present science clearly to a
non- technical audience.
To discourage false and superstitious beliefs by grea,ter know-
ledge of natura.l laws 0,nd by scientific thinking.
To keep pupils in school longer by supplying an activity v/hich
gives pleasure and. enjojniient.
To give greater opportunity for self-expression than is xjossible
in c r owd e d c la s se s .
b. Objectives.
To encourage scientific kno\/ledge.
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To jGoake the teaching period more interesting hecause of the cluh
work.
To encourage higher scholarship in science.
To have every member take an ^ptive part in the meeting by the
presentation of topics or by the discussion of interesting
scientific facts, by performing experiments, or by demonstrating
experiments previously performed at home.
To make science learning interesting.
To develop lea.dership, initiation, and self-reliance in science.
To appreciate the importance of science in the life of every
individual.
To supply the foundation for futur.. science study.
. ..
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Gonstituti jn
Every club shouia have a Constitution if only to supply
dignity to the organization. A constitution is a study of the club
by the menbers and the sponsor » Therefore, a new one should be made,
every year. After it has been voted upon and adopted by a majority
vote, it is pasted in the secretary's book.
The constitution sets forth the aims or purposes of the
club, name, requirements for membership, where and v/hen meetings
shall be held, v/hat dues shall be paid a,nd what use sliall be made
of them, what the program of a.ctivities shall be and who shall be
responsible for their arrangement. Also, it shall set forth the
eligibility of officers, the number to be elected, time and
frequency of elections, and the duties of each officer.
The constitution is based
following
:
Article I. Name
Article a. Purpose of organizat
Article 3. Membership
Article 4. Duties of officers;
Article 5. Meetings
Article 6 . Dues
Article 7. Activities
.
a . Suggested Constitution :
Article I
.
The naiiie of the club
Article 2. The aim and purpose
under aims and purposes).
Article 3. Requirements for membershiiJ shall be as follows:
Any pu-il in ':he seventh, eighth, or ninth grades
who has taken at least one course in science and

13
Article 4.
Article 5.
lias received, a passing gra.cie.
The officers of the cluh shall be a president, a vice
president, a secretary, a, treasurer, and a librarian*
Duties of officers.
President: He shall presid.e at all meetings, have
all program activities approved by the
faculty sponsors, and appoint all coimnit-
tees
.
Vice-president: He shall preside a.t meetings
during the absence of the president
he shall make a record of any dem-
onstrations given by club members,
•Treasurer: He shall collect all dues, keep all
accounts in good order, and be ready at
a moment’s notice to make a brief
report of all funds on hand.
Secretary: He conducts all business correspondence
for the club, keeps a record of all
meetings, writes out all visits in
detail, and reads these reports at the
regular meetings.
The Librarian: He buys a-1 scientific magazines and
books as ordered, has charge of all
club books and other reading materia
that the club ovms, and keeps a
record of books borrowed by the club
members
.
Committees: All committees are chosen by the preside
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.Article 6.
Article 7.
Article 8.
Locates interesting places for the club to
visit, makes all necessary arrangements for tiiese
visits
,
prepares a set of questions before each
lecture or visit in order that the speaker or
guide may select talks that are of vital ,
interest to the members.
Demonstration cororaittee:
Prepares all equipment and apparatus, and
'puts the same away after all demonstration and
work periods.
Meetings shall be held once each v/eek on the last perio
on Driday. They shall take place in the general science
laboratory.
Dues shall be levied by vote and at the discretion of
the members, and are not to exceed twenty-five cents a
month. They shall be used to purchase any equipment or
reading iriatter that the club may require, pay for all
expenses incurred by the club.
Program activities:
There shall be a combination demonstration
and v/ork period, a lecture, a trip, and a
general discussion period every month.
Social meetings may be substituted for a.ny of
these at the discretion of the president and
the sponsor. In addition. to these, there shall
be social meetings s,t Christmas, and at the
closing meeting of the year.
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b. Initiation Ceremony.
An initiation ceremony is used in installing new members
that the club may have dignity and standing. The following
procedure is simple yet effective in making an impression
on new members.
The vice-president leads the new members to the president,
reads their names, asks their reasons for joining the
club. If the answers are satisfactory, the members take
the following pledge
:
"I (name) do solemnly and sincerely pledge myself
to defend the truth as I see it; to serve the
best interests of American democracy; to perform
faithfully any and all auties entrusted to me b^'-
this or any other organization in ohe best
interests of science’.
The initiation ceremony is followed by a social period,
by a speaker, or by a film on some phase of science.
2. Membership.
Science clubs should not be so large that they become
unwieldy. The membership should be limited to an average
of thirty members in order to insure equal opportunity
for self-expression. Every member should obtain the
valuable experience which comes from handling the
tools of science experimentation. The pupils participate
by doing.
If it is found that there is danger of too many joining
Louis A. Astell School, Science and ^thematics, Oct. I92S
Eoisonian Science Club, Mp. 496-501
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an organization, the raemhership can be limited. One
Y/ay is the requirement of a particular science course,
that is, a definite number of points in science.
) Another way is to open the membership to members of
one class only, such as the ninth grade, or to confer
membership on those vino maintain a grade of A or 13
in their science courses. Thus the club acts as an
incentive for higher scholarship and as a rev/ard to
those pupils who do superior work.
However the matter of membership must be decided in
each school according to local conditions such as
size of school, courses offered in science; v/hether
clubs are comrjulsory or a matter of choice, and
finally v/hether the time of mice ting is such that a
smaller number v/ill attend. In rural communities,
club meetings held after school hours are generally
poorly attended because pupils have a longer distance
to travel home.
Each student should be allov/ed. to choose his own
activity. vThere the clubs are already established,
a list of such clubsl'pe in the hands of the pupils.
The pupils will then state their preferences on
paper. 3o that all may be accommodated, three
choices in the order of preference are allowed. In
every case, first choice is granted unless the club
has sufficient numbers. Then the pui.il is placed in
the club of his second choice.
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4. Meetings.
Meetings should talce place in the school building
where the principal can supervise all the activities.
,7ith his permission, arrangements are made for
field trips and visits, and v/here necessary, for an
occasional meeting at the home of a member. However,
all meetings must be attended by the sponsor or the
director in charge.
The time of meetings should be during school hours
for many reasons. These are a few;
More pupils will take part.
Piapils will cooperate in a better spirit.
Pupils who are employed softer school hours are not
deprived of activities.
Parents v/ill not resent the extra time demanded
after school hours.
Pupils may attend competing sports and entertainments
without absenting themselves from the club.
Teachers will coox:)erate in a better spirit since
they do not give of iheir free time.
Club membership cannot be made obligatory.
The meetings may take the form of business, social, lecture,
demonstration, work period, trips and visits, and exhibition
meetings given before the whole school.
The first fifteen minutes of each period are given over
to business matters such as reading of ohe secretary’s
report, discussion and approval of plans for the next
trip, reports of i,he librarian, reports of other committees,
voting on the applications of pupils who desire to join
the organization, and other matters of similar nature. All
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club procedure is parliamentary,
a. The Social lieeting:
This tyi)e of meeting more than the others makes for
solidarity of the groux), inasmuch as the members become
better acquainted v/ith the faculty, advisors, and v/ith
one another. The members have an opportunity to oiscuss
club matters informally and at their ease, koreover,
the foundations for social poise and graciousness, for
exchange of ideas without the self-consciousness all
too common at this age, are laid at functions of this
sort._ The social meeting supplies important qualities
needed in adult life.
The social meeting is held as often as the members and
the sponsor vote for it. It may take the form of a get-
together, or may be a more elaborate affair where the
gifted members display their talents for the entertainment
of the group. Once a year a large party for the alumni
and one for the parents may be held. The members take
complete charge of their guests, entertain uhem, and
serve refreshments,
b. The Lecture keeting.
The lectures inay be given by a former member or graduate
of the school, by former science teachers, by professors
of science from neighboring educational institutions,
by men and women whose daily work is in some v/ay connected
v/ith science, by the director of the club, or by the members
themselves. The secretary sends out the invitation at
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lea.st tv;o T/eeks before the talk ie achadulecl to take
i^lace . If the invitation io a.ccepted, a list of
questi.ms is prepared for the spea.ier's benefit. These
are based on the information that the members desire.
c. TriiJs and excursions.
These are arranged by the trip committee, and are
taken to a plant or factory, to a park or field, to a
zoologica.l garden, or to a museum. The committee
makes investigations before-hand, obtains permission
for the visit if it is required, and makes all necessary'-
arrangements. Ilembers take note-books with them on all
field excursions.
It is an easy matter to get permission to visit a
factory. ochool children are always welcome ii :hey
are accompanied by a faculty member or by a principal.
D. The Demonstration or i/ork feriod.
This period is used by the members to demons tra.te
completed
outside of school. Q,uestions are aske^i by the pupils
rega.rding the workability of inventions . If a,ll these
are answered satisfactorily and the invention actually
Y/orks, points may be av/arded toward a final prize.
The prize is awarded by the s^.-nsor to the pupil
7ho receives ohe greatest number of points.
This period may also be used by the spionsor in
performing experiments, or in su^jervising the members
v/ho try out their ideas by experiraentation. It may
also be used in the construction of apparatus for
future experiments either in the club or i ; the ti^ach-
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ing period.
e. School Assemblies and Exhibitions.
Exhibitions are given in the school hall or Auditorium.
Members perform and explain experiments which they
have previously worked out in the dem. onstrat ^on
period, or they shov; theirworkable inventions and
give a clear explanation of the principles involved
ana how these inventions work.
Occasionally, a science play which has been written
by the club members at any of the meetings, is presented
to the whole school.
"Tature specimens collected by the members on their
field trips supply a number of interesting talks
and etdiibits for use in the school assembly. Le.ntern
slides are another means. of illustrating a talk
prexjared wholly by the pupils.
The specia.lized clubs have here an excellent oppor-
tunity of Qychibiting the projects worked out in their
clubs. Thus, the Radio Club demonstrates the wireless
set or the radio made by the pupils, the Camera '.Club
etdiibits the camera or the telescope, the Rirst Aid
Club gives a demonstration of Eirst Aid in an emergency,
tile Chemistry Club performs experiments or shov/s the
products made, the Bird Club shov;s the bird houses,
the Geology Club prepares a collection of rocks and
ores, the Electrical Club demonstrates the electrical
appliances made and repaired, etc
.
4. THE lia'tageie:ic op tee club.
The success of the club depends on the faculty a.dvisor
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or sponsor. Tiie qualities necessary in a director are much the
same as those of a good teacher; namely, sympathy, sincerity, fair-
ness, a,nd popularity with young peoptle. The teacher of science
is the logical choice for this position, although another teacher
in an 0 thermae par tment might make a success because of an intense
interest in science.
The director of a club is chosen by the principal or by
the iDrincipal and a conmittee of xjupils. Rarely is he or she
chosen by the pupils alone. Briggs says that "experience shov/s
that when pupils choose their own faculty adviser, it presents
difficulties. A teacher v/ho mi^.ht be very popula.r with the
pupils would be in great denmnd as a sponsor and one of the
folloY/ing undesirable situations might arise; overwork on the
part of certain teachers, a feeling of ’slight’ or discrimination
on the part of the pupils v/ho v/ere unable to secure their choice
and finally some teachers would be debarred from an opportunity
to develop a skill vfhich more and more v/ill be dema^nded of
Junior High School teachers. Then, too, a teacher might lack
sufficient disciplinary or executive ability to direct successfully
an extra-curricular activity".
"The principal, having a wider outlook and a knowledge
of the limitations and aptitudes of his teachers is a better
judge of the proper teachers to act as sponsors. Therefore,
in the interests of economy, even distribution of time, and
opportunity of work, and the articulation of the various activities
with the whole xerogram of the school, it would seem .vise that
the principal appoint all sponsors of such organizations",
Briggs, T.H. Extra-Curricular Activities in the Junior High 3choo
Educational /Idministrat ion and Supervision
January 1923 Rp 1-3
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Above all, the advisor should not interfere in the election
of officers. It is a valuable lesson in citizenship for pupils
to realize that officers elected because of popularity are sometime
inefficient.
The sponsor should not attempt to manage the club other
than to offer advice and guidance excep)t in cases where the club
is actually failing. He or she may feel that the program will
be a failure unless he or she personally takes charge of noatters,
prepares the schedule, and manages everything. V/hile this
insures a perfect meeting, it deprives the children of much
valuable experience in legislation and management, thus destroy-
ing one motive for the existence of the organization. Pupil
management under the supervision of the advisor makes for harmony
and the ultimate success of the club.
" It is easier to lead a club than to teach. Club leaders
can with greater safety confess ignorance on some subjects and
v/ork together with boys in the solution of the problem”.
5. ADVAlTTAGliS rUCUIVPf') BY SCHOOL PROM CLUBS
The school receives many advantages from the science
organizations. Some are listed belov/:
1. Better understanding between club members and the
faculty.
2. Greater opportunity for guidance work through the clubs.
3. Aids in making science teaching more effective through
the interest aroused by the club.
4. Clubs supplement the work of the science department.
5. They take complete charge of the School Assembly
several times a year.
isriggs- Extra-Curricular Activities in the Junior High School
Educational Administration and Supervision- Jan. 1923
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6. Club members act as as3ista,nts in all science laboratories.
7. Clubs raise the morale of the school by promoting
better scholarship.
8. Discipline is made very much easier.
9. Individual responsibi lity . is increased resulting in
greater self-reliance on the part of the pupils.
6. ACTIVITIdo OD TiU SCD^NCh CLUBS.
These may be worked out by the members themselves under
the guidance of the director of the club.
Make a small fire extinquisher using vinegar and soda.
Lea.rn the Morse code, and practise sending and receiving
messages
.
Set up a wireless apparatus connecting several rooms. Pupils
send messages from one room to another.
Construct a. simple radio for use in die school.
Construct a small broadcasting station in order to study hov/
radio waves are produced and transmitted.
Construct a small pin-hole camera, learn to use it; learn how
to develop and print pictures.
Snap and develop pictures of birds and animals.
Snap pictures of natural scenery; develop these during the club
period
.
Make a collection of leaves and flowers; mount and label them.
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Llake a collection of moths and hutterf lies . Identify them. he
ahle to tell something of their life histories.
^
Make a collection of stone and minerals.
Make a collection of different kinds of v/ood. Learn the particular
uses of each kind.
Construct an airplane* that will fly.
Make a lift pump.
Make a kite that will fly.
I'lake a sailboat that will sail.
Make cardboard maps of stars and planets that can be illuminated
with electric lights.
Be able to identify ten constellations.
Learn how to patch and vulcanize the inner tube of an automobile
tire
»
With the use of iodine, find which of the coiumon foods contain
starch. Also test for sugar.
Construct a house thermometer.
Learn how to install an electric bell.
Make a weather vane and set it up.
Learn how to run a toy steam engine. Discuss its evolution from
the first toy engine.
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Make a siphon and. demonstrate it.
Make a small fireless cooker. Prepare a meal in it.
Study the vacuum cleaner, and be able to shov/ how it works.
Learn how to use a soldering outfit.
Study currents in a refrigerator.
Learn how to read a gas meter Figure the cost of gas for a '
month.
jjsarn how the electric meter works and hov/ to read it.
MaJce an electric magnet that will v/ork.
Study the motor or dynamo. Tell how they work.
. Construct a toy that demonstrates the principle of the submarine.
Trace the development of che subifiarine showing its use in the
Revoluti nary \7ar and in the Civil ,/ar. Describe the Holland
type. Discuas the use of the subiiiarine in the World War, 8.nd
at the present time.
Show how fires were started from the earliest times to the
present. Ma-ke fire sets to demonstrate hof; Indians made fire,
how the Eskimo makes his fire, how the col'^nists made theirs.
Show how fire may be made with flint and steel, also with a
glass lens.
Show how the cigarette and gas lighters work.
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Give the history of the rnatch. Make a niatch in the laboratory.
Tell rioYi the modern matches and safety matches are made.
liake a simple musical instrument and use it.
Lake soap for laundry use; make perfumed soap.
I^ke blue prints of the magnetic field.
Build nesting boxes for several kinds of birds. Explain their
nesting habits by the type of box used.
Lake simple electrical cells. Explain the chemistry of each one.
Find under what conditions air contains fewest bacteria by the
use of cultures in Petri dishes.
I-lake a simple fly trap that will work. Keep a record of the
number of flies caught within a week.
Set up a simple telexjhone system using a transmitter and a
receiver, or using tv/o tin cans. Study the local telephone
system by visiting the central telephone office.
Study the electric bell, and tell hov/ the ringing is produced.
Show by experiment the two ways of purifying water for drinking
purposes. Lake a ma.p of ohe Letropolitan 7ater System, and trace
the w|ter supply from the reservoir to your home.
Construct a telegraph sending set.
1-ake a report for discussion of the way in which uiail (incoming
ano outgoing) is handled at the post off ice.
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Make a inaiJ of the local region showing the principal railroads,
water transportation routes, and main automobile highways.
Make a sample collection of woolen materials, of cotton materials,
and of silk materials. Test samples of goods to deterinine the
presence of cotton. Do the saine with silks.
Make a list of all furs used for ?/earing purposes. Obtain samples
of each. Show by illustration, the animal that supplies each
particular kind of fur* Make a map shov/ing the locality v/here
the animal is found.
Make a collection of samples of wall paper for a six room house.
3hov/ why each sample may be used for one particular room.
Make a collection of the most common beetles. Give short life
history of each. Be able to give the poisons used for their
destruction. Tell which are harriiful and which are beneficial
to man.
Make a collection of insects that are injurious to plants. Give
a poison that will destroy each one.
Make a poster showing the three classes of foods: proteins,
carbohydrates, and fats.
Make a poster showing foods rich in the vitamines A,B,G,D,a.nd S.
Make a list of plants suitable for indoor cultivation. Make a
list suitable for school-room grov;th.
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Llake a poster showing the stea.m heating system in a six room house.
Show position of furnace, radiators, and pipes. Do the same for
a hot water system.
iiake a poster of the hot air heating system in a six room house.
Collect samples of soils obtainable in the neighborhood. Test
them for acidity. Be able to tell what crops would grow best
in each sample of soil.
Make an aquarium.
Ka.ke diagrams of exx^er iments suitable for board use for the
teacher of science.
Make cement and concrete.
Show hov/ eggs may be preserved in water glass.
Make some table salt in the laboratory.
Study the biographies of great men of science such as James '.7att,
./alter Reed, Robert Rulton, Thomas 3d is on, Louis Pasteur, etc.
Make a club report of any interesting vital discovery, invention
or experiment read in current science literature.
Prepare a list of questions on science to test the knowledge
of the club during ohe questi n iiour.
Make^ a rejjort of your siumiier activities in science.
Plan and xjublish a science publication containing interesting
articles in non- technical terms, home exxjeriments , simw^le in-
ventions by club members, scientific jokes, reports of club meetings^
visits and trips.
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,7.-at Activities Are Jortli-./i-iile .
Clement says of activities, " Any activity v/ith. an avoca-
tional, a recreational, a social service, a civic, a moral,
a vocational, or any other educational value in adolescent train-
ing. Any activity v/iiich will teach pupils 'to do better the
desirable activities that they viH perform any./ay' . Any activity
which Y/ill assure 'so much of good to do that the bad can not
creep in' . Anj'- activity in school hours which will replace the
rjursuit of a harmful outside activity. The substitution of a
wholesome activity must accompany the denial of the gratification
of an unwholesome activity. Any activity for the adolescent
youth v/hich has the sp.nction of accepted adult practice in
avocational pursuits. School club is both motivation and
training for adult choice of leisure time occupation. '
Clement, J.A. Curriculum L^izin^ in the Secondary School

oO
\Ui2IJCU CLUB
Pu.rjjo^e :
^
To arouse an interest in aviation.
To acquaint the pLuhls with the history and development
of the airplane.
To know something of the men v/ho made aviation what it
is today.
To get an understanding of the principles of aeronautics.
Activities
:
discussion of early attemx^ts to fly comparing the airpla/ne
then and now.
study of contriDution to aviation hy Liilienthal, Chanute,
Langley, the ./’right brothers, Curtiss, etc.
Reading accounts of epoch making flights such as Colonel
Linuburg’s ana other modern flights.
Reading books on flying, and making reports to the club,
i'ake a model of an aeroplane and of a glider.
Study dirigibles and the gases used in them.
Discussion of sustained flights, refueling in the air; of
parts of ships such as fuselage, pontoons, rudder, v/ings,
undercarriage
.
Discussion of the construction of the aeroplane.
P Visit to the nearest airdrome, the field, the hangar,
and the shops.
Discussion of the airplane's place in the Vorld .7ar.
Discussion of the airplane place in coi.omerce and industry
Discussion of air mail service; make a map showing the
established air mail routes.
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Astronomy Club
Aurpose
;
To awaken pu.;. ils to appreciation of the beauties in the
heavens above.
To give instruction of the solar system, of the stars and planet
To increase interest in :he constellations by reading the myths
connected with them.
Activities
:
To locate the prominent constellations for each month.
To look for meteor showers, and stuny she causes.
To learn the conste Hat ions and their location in ^he heavens.
To give a talk on meteors and their origin.
To study ohe history of the science of astronomy.
To read the m^'-ths and stories that a.re connected with the stars.
To make star maps showing 'che relative ^^ositions of i.he stars.
To study the principles of physics involved in the telescope.
To construct a simple reflecting and refracting telescope.
To :.t-.'dy the life of Galileo, especially nis efforts in the
line of astronomy.
To prepare questions on astronomy for the question box.
To iiia.xe a studp of ,hQ constellat ions shov/ing their relative
positions to die dorth Star and to the Big Bear.
Ifake a study of shooting stars, sa.teilites, nebulas, clusters
of stars, and the kiiky '.7ay.
To identify lilercury, Venus, Ifa.rs, Ju^jiter, and Saturn.
To study the apparent path of the sun through the sky .
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Bird -Club
.A.im3 ;
To enrich children’s lives by acquainting them with the birds
common to the locality.
To study their haunts, habits, colorings, calls, and songs.
To protect birds.
To attract birds around the school, in the parks, and around the
home .
To subscribe for current bird literature.
Activities :
To study bird pests and their control.
To exchange experiences relating to birds.
To make a study of game birds, their habits, nesting and migration.
To take outdoor excursions to study birds in their natural haunts.
In STjring, make a study of early arrivals such as bluebird.s, robins,
grack'-ss, v.-inged blackbird, etc.
In summer, make a study of the later arrivals such as the warblers,
cuckoos, goldfinches, etc.
In Janup.ry an’ February, study the winter birds such as the
sparrows, sta.rlings, etc.
Collect abandoned nests for purposes of study.
Collect nev/spaper reports of birds for the purpose of read.ing these
to the club.
; ake several bird books for sick children.
To note changes in birds during nesting periods: coloration,
habits and song.
To be able to imitate the more characteristic calls of the more
common varieties.
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To build bird houses of various tyjss.
To prepare feeding s tactions for birds.
To keep a bird identification list.
To inake visits to bird sanctuaries.
To study bhe bird leaflets issued by adult bird societies.
To read and report articles on bird lore found in books or magazines.
To conduct contests on recognition a.nd identification of birds
from pictures.
To give talks in the a.ssembl^" perio-' stressing the value of biro.s
to man)j.n order to arouse interest in their i)rotection.
Frepp.ration of articles and rego-. ts of club activities for pub-
lication in the school magazine.
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CAiij-jjvA CLUiS
To teach, ijupils h.ow to take and. de^/ulop oetter pictures.
To develop in pupils a sense of beauty and proportion
•in the art of photography by coraparing their products
with those of experienced photographers.
To teach the process of finishing, x:irinting, and mounting
pictures.
Activities;
To study zhe history and developraent of photography.
To understand something of the cheinistry of hotogra.phy
,
To take pictures of beautiful objects around school and
home grounds and in the community; pictures of trees,
rivers, still v/ater, churches, and public buildings.
To take pictures of interiors of churches, rooms, etc.
To be able to develop and .^rint pictures in a dark room.
To construct a camera for enlarging pictures using
rectilinear lens and condenser.
To be able to enlarge pictures.
To study properties of photographing chemicals.
To stud.y science of light and color in its relation to
photography.
To study ,he subject of lantern slide making.
To study box, folding, and portrait cameras.
To study lenses and their uses.
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TK^ UlLl-IiaiTl.Y CLUB
Aims :
To arouse interest in cliemistry by instruction on underlying
principles of chemistry.
To give pupils the opportunity of discovering fundamental
truths bi'lperf orifling experiments themselves.
To stimulate interest in articles relating to chemistry.
To acquaint pu_hls v/ith use of apparatus.
To make use of '’Ghemcraft Sets" ovmed by pu^..il3.
Activities :
Discussion of newspaper and magazine articles pertaining to
new discoveries.
TalAs by club sxjohsors.
Discuss how silk is iiiade artificially; how synthetic foods
are made .
Lake scra.pbooks wioh important clippings and illustrations.
Hake a study of r.he history of chemistry.
Read about men who have made notable contributions in chis
field, such as friestley, Paraday, Galileo, Lavoisier, De?/ar,
L'oissan, e tc .
Study the Bunsen burner. Study uhe candle flame.
Discuss the practical uses of chemistry in industry. In
mining, farming, transportation
,
etc .
Attend lectures in nearby educational institutions.
Study of dyes, mineral a.nd vegetable; their effect Ui.on
industry.
To perform simple experiments such as ohe following:
Raking of oxygen, testing of oxygen.
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Test several samples of foods for protein content, fat
content, carToohydrate content. Also for starch, sugar,
nitrogen, and raineral matter.
llake a weather foreco^ster for use in the home using linen
and cobalt chloride.
llake a ho .e-uia e barometer.
Hake ammonia and study its uses.
llake crystals of alum, copper sulphate, sodium chloride
,
etc .
Lake carbon bi oxide and test it v/ith limewater.
ferform the experiment on the decomposition of water,
llake liquid blueing from iron rust. Test samples of the
commercial products.
Bleach faded materials white, and dye them mmth colors.
Show the effect of common acids and alkalies on cotton and
wool, and on kitchen utensils.
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’Tatlire Study Club
To inspire love of nature by arousing interest in the great
out-of-doors, and by knowledge of nature's laws.
To encourage living out -of
-
cl o or s .
To study plant and animal life.
To secure an understanding of life functions.
.Activities
:
Reports by members of special topics on out-of-coor life.
Lectures by authorities on nature suudy.
Reports on radio talks pertaining to nature.
Trips to museums, observatories, parks, and public gardens.
Trips to Zoo's and Zoological Gardens.
Rield study of wild flowers.
Hake a collection of v/eed specimens, classify and label them,
iiaice a collection of cultivated jplants. Study conditions
for growth.
Ikike a picture collection of animals common in northern
climates; do the same for those in southern climates.
Iijake a picture collection of birds found in the neighborhood.
Hake a. collection of moths and butterflies coo-imon to the
region. Study the life histories, and characteristics of each
Hike a study of trees and shrubs found in the community.
Learn how to graft trees and shrubs.
Study the structure of leaves in several more common
varieties of plants.

Learn how oeeds^are scattered and propagated.
Keep the nature study bulletin board supplied with clippings
and specimens of nature interest.
Take hikes to the woods to study speciriens at first hand.
:£ike sketches of nature subjects for the 3cra,_.bjok.
lake a list of biras seen on hikes.
Find material for special days such as Arbor Lay etc.
to be used at assembly,
l^ake a study of forestry.
Liscuss contributions of the United 3ta.tes dovermnent
towards preservation of our forests.
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xDilALTH CLUB
Aims
:
To teach pu:-dl3 to appreciate the importance of good health
v/hich comes from the practice of good health rules and the
forme.tion of good health hahits, -
To learn the proper care of the hocy.
To talce an interest in the health of the community.
Activities :
ivla.ke postures illustrating health rules for use in school
huilding.
To keep the health bulletin board supplied, with clippings
pertaining to health.
To obta,in Health Reports from local or state board of
healsh a,nd d,iscuss them. Also to r-^port on interesting articles
obtained from the United States iublic Health Service in
'.Vashingt bn. To give reports on important parts of these.
To get an unaers tanding of the proper disposal of garba.ge
and sewage- in the community.
To study method of water distribution in the co..miunity.
To have an understanding of how electrical devices aid
in making for better health.
To learn the rules of ‘'Rirst Aid', an., to
_.ractice this for
an emergency.
To keep health charts for members of the family and for
oneself.
To study milk; contamination of milk; Pasteurization.
To read the biographies of the men a'ad
-./omen who contributed
to ohe improvement of health, such as Pasteur, Jenner, Lister
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’T:nidall,etG .
To Btuc:y olie care of paries, alleys, streets, bui Idings ,etG
To -loake scrapbooks containing clippings, and pictures
illustrating rules of health.
To study the preTention of fires; to study autoeiobile and
other 8,Gcidents.
To study traffic signals and traffic conditions.
To learn something about the storage of inflaLimable material
such as gasoline, kjrosene, oily rags, etc.
To study ventilation and moisture as it affects the health.
To learn about the care of the eyes. Also proper lighting
for reading.
To learn something B,bout mental health and hygiene.
To be able to care for the sick and the sick-room.
To give "ITirst Aid'' demonstrations in the school assembly.
To give Health Plays in the school assembly.
To irrHoe visits and give reports on the st -rage and care of
foods by St ore-keex^ers .
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4GARD-'] 'TG CLUB
To arouae aesthetic sense of Beauty By planning gardens and
grounds .
To encoura,ge the planning and making of Beautiful gardens
at home and at school.
To arouse civic pride in the community.
Activities
:
Test samples of soil foun’ in the community, anc. decide
,vdiat v/ill grov; Best in each, sample.
iTa.ke a study of plant foods for garden use.
hake a plan for a si^.ll vegetaBle garden.
Bane a plan for a flower garden.
List all the hardy perennials that will grovj in the :
community; do the sa for annuals.
hake a list of shruBs that are found in the coiiimunity in
the oro.er in which they Bloom placing the earliest
flowering first ,on the list.
Keep a scrapBook containing illustrations of Bea.uuifui
^._ardcnE .
Study landscape garc.ening.
Visit Botanical gardens and parks.
lk?h;e a small vegetaBle and flower garden.
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To knov; and appreciate tiie beauty of trees and the part they
play in the scheme of nature.
To be able to identify the trees foun-. in he community.
; t ir i f. i
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study the may in which trees are useful to raankind.
learn methods of pla.nting the more common trees,
plant trees in the school yard, in the- home t;rounds
in the country side.
^no\7 v/hat diseases a.ffect tress, a.nd ho'w to protect trees
from these.
To -lake a. collection of insects that injurs trees. Study
methods of exterrainatin{i them.
Learn the regulations of planting and caring for trees from
the city warden.
To make a list of trees found in the locality.
To arrange the hall assembly for Arbor Day.
To liia-ie a field visit to a nearby ^^/oodland
,
and. become
acquainted v;ith :he trees of the forests.
To make a collection of seeds of native trees.
±0 learn ’.diao meonods and v/hat efforts toward ref orestrat ion
are being made in the stats.
To make a set oi lantern slides of the common varieties of trees.
Lake a ms.p showing the lacaticn of national forests.
To learn methods of caring for injured trees.
To ma.ke a. collection of lumber, and t 0 label it.
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:
Jild 'Flower Club
To acquaint pupils v/itii the ?/ild. flowers of the region.
To study the necessary conditions for plant growth.
To disseminate knowledge regarding the protection of certain
species of v;ild flowers that are becomin^ extinct.
To cultivate aesthetic taste in pupils through suggestions
regarding tasteful a^,rrangemsnt of plaints and flowers used for
Gcorative purposes.
Activities :
Lake a collection of wild flov/ers of the region. ¥aiiie a,nd
classify them.
To visit botanical gardens.
To study plant prox^agat i on.
To arrange flowers artistically in containers for use in she school
building .
To collect sxjecimens for a,n herbarium .
To supply flowers for the flower table.
To make a collection of lantern slides of flowers to be used in
the assembly hall.
To plan? bulbs and seeds in v/indow boxes.
To make a scapbook containing sx-ecimens , sketches, or illustrations
of wild flowers.
Take field tri;.s in order
of each species.
to stuQy the growth, structure, colorings.
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"jist of booka for uae in Science Clubs
'id arria
,
Joseph H. Harper’ 3 Slectricity Book Por Boys
i tt li Harper’s Llachinery Book Bor Boys.
.\da,n3
,
Peter
1
Cork 3hi
..
3 and How To hake Them.
31an;]ian, Usltza Jild Blowers 7orth Knowing
Bond, A. Ruaaell The Ainericaii’ Boy ' s -hn^ineer ing Book
/itii The hen 7/ho Do Thinjs.
BroYm, C.L.tl. The Conquest of che Air.
Burgess, Thornton 7/. The Burgess PloY/er Book Por Childrei
Caldwell and Curtis Introduction to Science
Caldwell and ileier Open Doors to Science
Chapman, Prank LI. Bird Studies V/ith A Ga.mera,
Charnley , Hi t che 1 1 V . The 7/r ight Br c the r s .
Collins, A.Brederick \'1 0nde r s of Che . :ii s tr
y
I) II II The Boy’ s Book of Experi:::ents
t .1 1 The Boy’s Book of Engine Building
)< ll The Boy’s Book of Submarines
Collins, Brancis A. The 7/ire less Man
;l It I The Boy’ s Book of Modern Aeroplane
Corbin, Thomas /. iiarvels of Mechanical Invention
Dana, Llarwin Chemistry for Beginners
Doubleday, Russell Stories of Invention
Downing, Elliot Roy/land Our Phy.^ice,l .7orld
Dupuy ,V/illiaiii Atherton Our Animal Briends and Boes.
\ Eaton, Jea.net te The Story of Light.

pin ley p.nd Ti’inley Jild A'nimal Pets
Pi she r and Fas sett Agriculture "!^or Coimiion Schools
Fraser, Chelsea Heroes Of The Air
French, Allen The Beginner' s Garden Pooh
Fullerton,'ildi th Loring The Book Of The Iloine Garden
Grenfell , 7i Ifred T. Yourself And Your Body
Griffith, Alice Ih The 3 tars Ana Their 3t cries
Hav/ka, Sllison Engineering For BOj^s
Iia'.7ha7;orth
,
llallo^ii A Year In The ''.7ondGrlo-nd Of .
Trees
Holvray ,Hopa The Story Of Tater Supply
Hunt, Leslie L* 2.5 Kites That Fiy.
Knox, Thoms T, The Life Of Robert Fulton and
A History Of 3tean navigation
Laimbeer, Richard Hhrper Birds I Ikrr/e Knov;n
Lancing, TAir ion Florence Great honients In Science
Lin^burg , Char le s A
.
'.7e
ilassie And Underhill '.Tireless Telegraphy and
Te le pliony
Llatliews
,
F Schuyler Familiar Trees And Their Leave
,l H tl Familiar Flowers Of Field
And Gcarden
LIcFee
,
Inez Stories Of American Invention
lileadov/crof t , William H^ The Boy’s Life Of Edison
Litton, G. E. The Children's Book Of Ste.rs
TTational Geographic Society
'.Ta slii ng 1 0n
,
D , C
The Boole Of Birds
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'Ticliola, LI. Louise. Science For Boys And Girls
?urlu!ic,n
,
I'ary R. Conquests Of Invention
Perry, Prances Four iVmerican Inventors.
Q,uea.r, Charles L, School And Home Gardens
Rogers, Julia Rllen Earth And Shy
Sani’ord, Albert H. The Story Of Agriculture In The
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